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TREELINE, INC. LAUNCHES NEW WEBSITE
WAKEFIELD, MA – June 6, 2013 – Treeline, Inc. launches new website, making it
easier than ever for job seekers and hiring managers to achieve success. Treeline’s new
look now matches its hi-tech services and unparalleled commitment to excellence.
For Candidates seeking an opportunity, Treeline now offers a new job search page with
advanced search capabilities to help you find your dream sales job. There is an easy
accessible login portal to the DADOMATCH platform and your Treeline DADOMATCH
resume. Each week, the three hottest jobs on the market are listed to help keep you
informed. If you have a question, Treeline has the answer. Just visit the Job Seeker
Support page. And in today’s world, we are more social than ever so remember to spread
the word. You can now like, share and forward Treeline jobs to friends and coworkers.
Whether you are looking for interview or resume advice or need help with your job
search, Treeline’s got you covered. Treeline’s blog and newsletter covers the latest hot
topics in the industry! So get started today!
For Corporate Clients looking to hire their next superstar, Treeline has the solution.
Even though Treeline is known for its best-in-class contingency practices, the company
offers services for your every need when building a sales force. If you’re looking to
drive traffic and build a pipeline check out Sourcing as a Service. This is a cost-effective
and innovative approach to hiring sales people. If you need a project-based approach or
contingency, well Treeline has you covered as well. For those of you who have never
taken advantage of Treeline’s sales expertise and consulting services, review the Sales
Force Optimization Services including the Salesforce.com consulting practice. Whether
it be budget, sales hiring advice, salesforce.com consulting or any other challenge faced
when hiring a sales force, Treeline has a solution to help you do it right. The Treeline
team is committed to sharing knowledge and experience with you and your team to help
build world class corporations around the globe.
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About Treeline Inc.
Treeline is one of the fastest growing sales search firms in the Northeast that has set out to
revolutionize the industry. At Treeline, the ultimate goal is to help both clients and candidates
find each other and achieve success. To learn more about Treeline, Inc. call 781-876-8100 or visit
www.treeline-inc.com.
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